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I.  Executive Summary and Introduction 1 

A. Witness Identification 2 

Q. Please state your name and business address. 3 

A. My name is Ross C. Hemphill.  My business address is 440 S. LaSalle, Suite 3300, 4 

Chicago, Illinois  60605. 5 

Q. By whom and in what position are you employed? 6 

A. I am employed by Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) as its Director - 7 

Regulatory Strategies & Services. 8 

B. Summary of Testimony 9 

Q. What is the subject of your testimony? 10 

A. My testimony addresses six subjects.  11 

• First, I introduce ComEd’s Petition and describe its overall purpose.  I also indentify 12 

and briefly summarize the other witnesses whose direct testimony ComEd is offering.   13 

• Second, I describe the policy context in which ComEd’s filing is made, including the 14 

pertinent requirements of the Illinois Commerce Commission’s (“Commission”) Final 15 

Order in ComEd’s last general rate case (“Docket No. 07-0566”), and the important 16 

role that policymakers have recognized for Advanced Metering Infrastructure 17 

(“AMI”) technologies and customer applications in promoting energy efficiency, 18 

demand response, and electric system efficiency and reliability.  I also discuss the 19 

success of the workshop process that stakeholders participated in since late 2008 and 20 

how it has guided the development of ComEd’s proposal. 21 
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• Third, I testify concerning the goals and justification for the proposed AMI pilot, as 22 

required by Rider AMP – Advanced Metering Program Adjustment (“Rider AMP”).  23 

I summarize why ComEd’s proposed AMI pilot complies with the terms of the 24 

Commission’s Final Order in ComEd’s last rate case1 (the “07-0566 Order”) and with 25 

Rider AMP, and why it should be approved.  The technical issues are largely 26 

addressed by the technical witnesses, but I address overall compliance and most 27 

policy and tariff issues myself. 28 

• Fourth, I testify concerning ComEd’s request to pilot specific AMI-related Customer 29 

Applications.  These applications can greatly benefit customers and can be effectively 30 

and efficiently piloted along with the AMI technologies.  However, they are not 31 

authorized by current Rider AMP and their costs are not recovered through that rider.  32 

I explain why the Commission should approve the study of AMI Customer 33 

Applications and why it is essential to revise Rider AMP for that to happen.  Without 34 

authorization and cost recovery under Rider AMP, ComEd cannot proceed.  35 

• Fifth, I discuss opportunities available to utilities like ComEd to obtain and use 36 

federal “stimulus” funds for SmartGrid projects, including AMI applications.  ComEd 37 

is cognizant of the role of the SmartGrid workshop process and proposes no specific 38 

stimulus programs now.  However, U.S. Department of Energy’s rules have very 39 

recently expanded the opportunities to seek funding for SmartGrid projects and such 40 

proposals are reviewed on very short cycles.  Therefore, it is critical for the 41 

Commission and ComEd to be able to respond nimbly, and ComEd proposes to add a 42 

                                                 
1  Commonwealth Edison Co., ICC Docket No. 07-0566 (Final Order, Sept. 10, 2008). 
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mechanism to Rider AMP to allow the Commission to review, approve, and 43 

implement stimulus-funded programs should appropriate opportunities arise.   44 

• Sixth, I discuss the remaining regulatory actions that the Commission should take to 45 

permit the pilot to proceed as envisioned in the 07-0566 Order. 46 

C. Background and Qualifications 47 

Q. What are your duties and responsibilities at ComEd? 48 

A. I direct ComEd’s Regulatory Strategies & Services Department.  My responsibilities in 49 

that position include directing the Rate Department and managing and coordinating 50 

ComEd’s relationship with Illinois regulatory bodies including the Commission and its 51 

Staff.  My department is also responsible for the analysis of strategic policy for ComEd’s 52 

distribution business.  These responsibilities give me a central role in the development of 53 

ComEd’s new tariffs as well as its proposals to the Commission for new customer service 54 

and regulatory initiatives called for by the Commission in its Final Order in Docket 55 

No. 07-0566.   56 

Q. What was your earlier professional experience? 57 

A. My entire professional career has been spent in the energy and utility industries in 58 

positions in industry, government, and non-profit regulatory support organizations.   59 

Most recently, from 2008 until joining ComEd in 2009, I was a Director at Black 60 

& Veatch Corporation, which is an engineering, consulting, and construction company 61 

that specializes in infrastructure development in energy, water, telecommunications, 62 

federal, management consulting and environmental markets.  At Black & Veatch, I was 63 

responsible for developing and managing projects that provided a broad range of 64 

regulatory services to utility clients. 65 
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From 2007 to 2008, I was a Principal Consultant at Freeman, Sullivan & Co., 66 

which is a research and consulting firm that provides its clients with expert testimony, 67 

statistical analysis, economic modeling, field studies and data collection that can serve as 68 

the basis for public policy programs and business and litigation strategy.  At Freeman, 69 

Sullivan & Co., I was responsible for projects that included the design and assessment of 70 

the benefits of energy efficiency, demand response, and alternative pricing programs. 71 

From 2005 until 2007, I was a Vice President at NERA Economic Consulting 72 

(“NERA”).  At NERA, I provided a broad range of rate related and regulatory services to 73 

utility clients. 74 

Prior to joining NERA, I served as an officer, manager, or economist for 75 

organizations including Argonne National Laboratory, the National Regulatory Research 76 

Institute, American Electric Power Service Corporation, and the Illinois Commerce 77 

Commission. 78 

A resume is attached to this testimony as ComEd Ex. 1.01. 79 

Q. What is your educational background? 80 

A. I hold a Bachelor of Arts Degree in Economics from Lewis University and a Master of 81 

Science with a concentration in Economics from Indiana State University.  In 1988, I 82 

earned a Ph.D. in Resource Economics from The Ohio State University. 83 

II. Summary of ComEd’s Petition 84 

Q. What is ComEd’s AMI pilot designed to accomplish? 85 

A. ComEd’s AMI pilot is designed to achieve the objectives stated by the Commission in the 86 

07-0566 Order and further the policy of supporting “the modernization of the … 87 
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electricity transmission and distribution system” 2 through deployment of smart metering 88 

devices.  The pilot will give us “a better grasp of costs and benefits”3 of a full AMI 89 

deployment.  It will provide information not only about utility operational benefits, but 90 

also about how customers can use AMI technologies to conserve energy, save money, 91 

and benefit the environment.  Specifically, ComEd proposes to: 92 

• Install approximately 141,000 “advanced meters and appropriate infrastructure” on a 93 

schedule that meets pilot “goals” on the “timeline” described in the 07-0566 Order.  94 

ComEd proposes to install the meters in a demographically varied and representative, 95 

yet operationally manageable, “footprint.”  96 

• Study the meters and associated infrastructure in place, conducting “actual field 97 

testing and analysis” of AMI systems and of their ability to deliver operational and 98 

reliability benefits to utilities and customers.   99 

• Conduct robust, statistically valid studies of ways that customers can use advanced 100 

metering technologies and the data they provide, alone or together with advanced rate 101 

designs, to increase energy efficiency, increase demand response, and reduce energy 102 

costs.   103 

• Position Illinois to take advantage of funding that may become available through 104 

federal stimulus programs. 105 

Q. How was the AMI pilot designed? 106 

                                                 
2  See Section 1301 of The Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, 15 U.S.C. § 17381.  
3  Except where expressly cited to another source, the quotations in this answer are taken from the 

Final Order, Docket 07-0566, at 138-40. 
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A. ComEd’s AMI pilot was designed to take advantage of the experience and learnings from 107 

prior pilots, deployments, and studies, and to test the most appropriate technology after a 108 

rigorous review process.  The specific study design was informed and heavily influenced 109 

by the very successful workshop process that stakeholders participated in since late 2008. 110 

Q. What actions does the Petition ask the Commission to take in order to accomplish those 111 

objectives? 112 

A. ComEd’s Petition requests that the Commission: 113 

1. Approve ComEd’s Advanced Metering Infrastructure pilot, as described in the 114 

Petition and testimony, and authorize recovery of its costs as provided under Rider 115 

AMP, as amended; 116 

2. Approve ComEd’s proposed AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan; 117 

3. Authorize ComEd to file Rider AMP-CA – Advanced Metering Program Customer 118 

Applications Experiment (“Rider AMP-CA”), the temporary and experimental rider 119 

that would implement the customer applications to be studied; 120 

4. Approve revisions to Rider AMP required for ComEd to be able to pilot these 121 

customer applications; 122 

5. Adopt revisions to Rider AMP to optimize ComEd’s ability to secure and use federal 123 

stimulus funds for Commission-approved projects; 124 

6. Approve a specific amortization period for the Commission-approved regulatory asset 125 

that allows ComEd to recover costs of retired non-AMI meters that cannot be 126 

economically redeployed; and 127 
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7. Approve a limited waiver of the IDC rules solely to enable ComEd to operate the 128 

AMI pilot and AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan.  129 

Q. Who are the witnesses presenting direct testimony in support of ComEd’s filing and what 130 

are the main topics that each witness addresses?  131 

A. In addition to me, the following witnesses provide direct testimony: 132 

• Michael J. Meehan, Vice President – AMI Operational Implementation (ComEd Ex. 133 

2.0) testifies about the implementation and cost of ComEd’s AMI pilot.  Mr. Meehan 134 

explains the installation of AMI meters, the timeline for deployment of the AMI 135 

meters and supporting technologies, and how AMI technologies will interact with 136 

ComEd’s data management, billing, and communication systems.  He also presents 137 

forecasted capital expenditures and Operating and Maintenance costs of the AMI 138 

pilot. 139 

• The panel of Richard D. O’Toole, Director – AMI Pilot Program, and David B. 140 

Doherty, Manager – AMI Program Implementation (ComEd Ex. 3.0), describes the 141 

AMI technology and related systems that ComEd proposes to pilot and the design of 142 

the experimental programs that ComEd proposes to use to test the operation, 143 

maintenance, security, functionality, and acceptance of those meters and systems.  144 

Messrs. O’Toole and Doherty testify as to how data from the pilot will be used to test 145 

and validate a business case for deployment of AMI and about the criteria to be used 146 

in that evaluation.  They also explain how ComEd selected the specific meter 147 

technologies for the pilot. 148 
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• The panel of Val R. Jensen, Vice President – Marketing and Environmental 149 

Programs and James C. Eber, Manager – Demand Response and Dynamic Pricing 150 

(ComEd Ex. 4.0), explains and supports the AMI Customer Applications pilot and the 151 

AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan.  They describe the energy efficiency, 152 

demand response, and load shifting applications that ComEd proposes to study, 153 

explain how those applications will work, and what valuable information we can 154 

learn from studying them.  In addition, they will discuss certain technical aspects of 155 

the experimental rate designs that implement the customer applications.  Finally, they 156 

testify concerning the costs of those customer applications and why revisions to 157 

ComEd’s Rider AMP are required if ComEd is to pilot and study them at this time. 158 

• Martin G. Fruehe, Manager – Rates, Revenue Policy Department (ComEd Ex. 5.0), 159 

describes how ComEd’s proposal would impact customers’ rates.  He also addresses 160 

financial aspects of meter retirement and AMI workshop costs. 161 

Q. What are the attachments to ComEd’s Petition? 162 

A. Attached to ComEd’s Petition are: 163 

• Attachment 1 -- tariff sheets embodying the revisions that ComEd proposes to make 164 

to Rider AMP in order to accomplish the objectives of the pilot. 165 

• Attachment 2 -- the same proposed tariff sheets in legislative format, showing the 166 

individual changes proposed to Rider AMP. 167 

• Attachment 3 -- exemplar tariff sheets for a proposed new tariff, Rider AMP-CA – 168 

Advanced Metering Program Customer Applications Experiment, that would allow 169 
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ComEd to study how customers could themselves more effectively use AMI data and 170 

technologies, alone or in conjunction with potential rate design alternatives. 171 

• Attachment 4 -- ComEd’s AMI Assessment Customer Applications Plan.  This plan 172 

describes in detail the customer applications and related technologies that ComEd 173 

proposes to pilot and how ComEd proposes to study and evaluate them.   174 

Q. By when should the Commission act if the AMI pilot is to continue on schedule? 175 

A. In order to begin the process of installing meters in 2009 and to have the systems in place 176 

to begin the pilot by the summer peak load season of 2010, the Commission must act by 177 

early November at the latest.  There is a great deal of education, equipment procurement, 178 

meter and network device installation, and information systems installation and 179 

integration work that must be completed in advance.  If approval is not forthcoming by 180 

early November, ComEd cannot assure that the necessary preparatory work is completed 181 

in time to allow the pilot to proceed in the summer of 2010, which is required if the 182 

Commission’s target schedule is to be met.   183 

III. Background of ComEd’s AMI Pilot Filing 184 

Q. Dr. Hemphill, what is the regulatory background behind ComEd’s filing? 185 

A. This filing arises out of two distinct, albeit parallel, regulatory initiatives.  First, it 186 

responds to and satisfies the Commission’s express direction in the 07-0566 Order that 187 

ComEd submit an AMI pilot meeting certain criteria set forth in the Order and in Rider 188 

AMP, as that Order modified and approved it.   189 

Second, it is a critical step in ComEd providing its customers with significant 190 

additional benefits, including improved system performance, improved customer service, 191 
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improved reliability, better information about customers energy use, and expanded 192 

opportunities for energy efficiency, effective demand response, and better-controlled 193 

electric costs.  Ultimately, this will lead to a variety of economic and environmental 194 

benefits to northern Illinois and the nation as a whole. 195 

Q. What national and state policies does the piloting and eventual deployment of AMI 196 

technologies and related customer applications serve? 197 

A. Well-designed AMI technologies are widely recognized by policymakers, including the 198 

Commission, as contributing to improved system performance, customer empowerment, 199 

environmental improvement, and reduced and better managed customer energy costs.  200 

These policy goals are expressly reflected in a variety of statutes, declarations, orders, 201 

and policy statements as well as being evident in the national movement toward the 202 

investigation and deployment of SmartGrid technologies. 203 

Among the clearest and shortest statements of the policies is Section 1301 of the 204 

EISA4, which set out our nation’s unified “Policy on Modernization of [the] Electricity 205 

Grid.”  That law declares that: 206 

It is the policy of the United States to support the modernization of the 207 
Nation's electricity transmission and distribution system to maintain a 208 
reliable and secure electricity infrastructure that can meet future demand 209 
growth and to achieve each of the following, which together characterize a 210 
Smart Grid: 211 

… 212 

(4) Development and incorporation of demand response, demand-side 213 
resources, and energy-efficiency resources.  214 

(5) Deployment of `smart' technologies (real-time, automated, 215 
interactive technologies that optimize the physical operation of appliances 216 
and consumer devices) for metering, communications concerning grid 217 

                                                 
4  Energy Independence and Security Act of 2007, 15 U.S.C. § 17381. 
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operations and status, and distribution automation. (6) Integration of 218 
`smart' appliances and consumer devices. 219 

… 220 

(8) Provision to consumers of timely information and control options. 221 

This same section of the EISA also calls for identifying “and lowering of unreasonable or 222 

unnecessary barriers to adoption of” these “technologies, practices, and services.”  223 

Section 1301(10).  This declaration underscores the earlier statements in Section 1252 of 224 

the Energy Policy Act of 2005 that “[i]t is the policy of the United States that time-based 225 

pricing and other forms of demand response … shall be encouraged [and] the deployment 226 

of such technology and devices that enable electricity customers to participate in such 227 

pricing and demand response systems shall be facilitated ….”    228 

In addition to the clear statement of policy supporting advanced distribution 229 

technologies, the United States Department of Energy (“DoE”), as part of the American 230 

Recovery and Reinvestment Act process, has designated a substantial amount of stimulus 231 

funding to support SmartGrid projects.  Although the project limits had initially been set 232 

lower, after broad calls for increased funding, the DoE in the last 14 days announced that 233 

it was raising the funding cap on SmartGrid investment projects to $200 million and 234 

the cap on electric utility demonstration projects to $100 million.  In announcing this 235 

expanded funding, the DoE stated that these projects “will create jobs and spur the 236 

development of innovative products that can be exported. Once implemented, the Smart 237 

Grid is expected to save consumers money and reduce America's dependence on foreign 238 

oil by improving efficiency and spurring the use of renewable energy sources.”5 239 

                                                 
5  “Locke, Chu Announce Significant Steps in Smart Grid Development,” U.S. Department of 

Energy (May 18, 2009). 
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The national policy of promoting advanced metering is not limited to federal 240 

government activities.  “The Smart Grid is an urgent national priority that requires all 241 

levels of government as well as industry to cooperate.”6  As FERC noted “[i]n addition to 242 

enacting federal directives in support of advanced metering, Congress has also 243 

encouraged state policies in support of advanced metering.”  2008 ASSESSMENT OF 244 

DEMAND RESPONSE AND ADVANCED METERING,  Federal Energy Regulatory Commission 245 

(Dec. 2008) at 17.  As a result, the use of advanced metering has increased significantly 246 

in the last two years.  “The results of the 2008 FERC Demand Response and Advanced 247 

Metering Survey indicate advanced metering penetration (i.e., the ratio of advanced 248 

meters to all installed meters) has reached about 4.7 percent for the United States.  This is 249 

a significant increase from 2006, when advanced metering penetration was less than one 250 

percent.”  Id. at i. 251 

Q. How has the national policy of encouraging advanced metering been reflected in Illinois? 252 

A. Most notably, it was reflected in the 07-0566 Order that put this pilot in motion, approved 253 

Rider AMP, and recognized “many of the operational and societal benefits of AMI, i.e., 254 

reduced headcount for meter readers, fewer field visits to restore power outages, less time 255 

fielding customer complaints, minimizing future generation costs, reduced need for 256 

upgrades and investments to ComEd’s transmission and distribution systems and also 257 

environmental benefits. Some of these environmental benefits are possible through 258 

reduced power plant emissions and fewer vehicles on the road.”  07-0566 Order at 137 259 

(referring to Staff testimony identifying these and other benefits).  The policy is also 260 

                                                 
6 U.S. Secretary of Energy Steven Chu, id. 
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reflected in the Commission’s direction, expressed in both ComEd’s and the Ameren 261 

Illinois Utilities’ latest rate orders, that the stakeholders proceed with a rigorous 262 

exploration of SmartGrid technologies more generally. 263 

More recently, the Commission also explained the significance of an AMI pilot in 264 

a communication with Illinois’ senior senator, Richard Durbin, concerning Illinois’ 265 

energy policy.  There, the Commission stated, in pertinent part: 266 

Illinois has, just in the past couple of months, embarked along a 267 
course that will modernize its electric grid. Illinois' two largest utilities, 268 
serving over 6.1 million customers representing 90% of the state's 269 
electricity users, are collaborating with Illinois consumer groups on an 270 
AMI pilot project and on discussions that evaluate how Illinois' current 271 
electric infrastructure can be made into a ‘Smart Grid.’  In today's world, 272 
customers lack the tools and information needed to fully control their 273 
energy use.  These initiatives will capitalize on state-of-the-art technology 274 
and the electric industry's research and development programs to give the 275 
utility and customers' information they need to make wise choices. 276 

Illinois Commerce Commission Letter to Sen. Richard Durbin (Feb. 3, 2009).  The 277 

Commission, in that same letter, concluded that a well-designed AMI system “will 278 

improve the utility’s operational efficiency and will provide consumers information about 279 

their usage that will allow them to be more cost-effective in their consumption.” 280 

Q. Did ComEd participate in the AMI workshop process described by the Commission in 281 

the 07-0566 Order? 282 

A. Yes.  The workshop process occurred as provided by the Commission and it was a 283 

success.  Participation was broad and the topics covered included all of the significant 284 

goals, justifications, and design of the pilot.  Over 125 individual stakeholder 285 

representatives participated in the process.  The workshop process began in December, 286 

2008, and the last pre-filing meeting was held on May 4, 2009.  With the assistance of the 287 
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facilitator (Plexus Research / R.W. Beck), ComEd also held separate meetings at which 288 

non-vendor stakeholders reviewed confidential materials relating to the technologies, 289 

capabilities, and prices offered by competing vendors.7  This extensive input influenced 290 

ComEd pilot design.  Moreover, the design of ComEd’s proposed pilot was influenced by 291 

experts including members of the facilitator’s team and Dr. Peter Honebein, a nationally 292 

recognized authority on customer applications and involvement, who presented additional 293 

information at the workshops.  The issues on which the information discussed and the 294 

opinions expressed in the workshops influenced ComEd’s proposal include the design of 295 

specific customer applications, the locations chosen for pilot installations, and the vendor 296 

selection criteria that ComEd used.   297 

IV. Goals and Justification for Proposed AMI Technology Pilot 298 

Q. What is the AMI technology pilot that ComEd is asking the Commission to approve? 299 

A. ComEd is asking the Commission to approve an approximately one-year pilot of AMI 300 

metering technology and related utility and customers applications.8  The pilot will 301 

involve the installation of approximately 141,000 meters in the selected portions of the 302 

greater Chicago metropolitan area.  ComEd plans for the AMI meters to be installed and 303 

for the pilot to be fully functional before the beginning of participating customers’ June, 304 

2010, billing period.   305 

Q. Where will the pilot meters be installed? 306 

                                                 
7  These workshops, meetings, and discussions were described by the third-party facilitator, R.W. 

Beck / Plexus Research, in its initial report to the Commission.  See COMED AMI WORKSHOP: 90 DAY 
REPORT NO. 1 (March 9, 2009).   

8 The specific timeline is addressed in the direct testimony of Mr. Meehan, ComEd Ex. 2.0.   
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A. Approximately 100,000 pilot AMI meters will be installed in ComEd’s Maywood 307 

Operating Area, which comprises a geographically compact region roughly illustrated on 308 

the map below.     309 

 310 

The process that led ComEd to propose this particular area is discussed in more detail in 311 

the testimony of Mr. Michael J. Meehan (ComEd Ex. 2.0).  ComEd proposes to install 312 

AMI pilot meters for all residential and nonresidential customers in this area. 313 

An additional approximately 30,000 AMI meters will be installed within the City 314 

of Chicago, in two different groups.  The first group includes all meters in the geographic 315 

work area roughly bounded by Chicago Avenue on the south, Pulaski Road on the west, 316 

Diversey Avenue on the north, Milwaukee Avenue on the northwest and Humboldt 317 

Boulevard / Sacramento Avenue on the east.  Including customers in this area will 318 

diversify the study group and, we believe, make it even more representative of the 319 
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demographics of ComEd’s customers as a whole.  Indeed, the sole reason for installing 320 

meters in this area is to provide additional information for the proposed customer 321 

applications studies.  These customers are not required for the operational studies.   322 

The second group of customers in the City of Chicago that will receive AMI 323 

meters are customers in a small number of high-rise buildings and, potentially, other 324 

types of structures that are not present in the Maywood Operating Area.  ComEd will 325 

install AMI meters for every existing metered customer in the selected buildings in order 326 

to conduct tests of the operation of AMI technologies in these special environments.  The 327 

particular buildings will be chosen later based on technical and operational criteria. 328 

In addition to the Maywood Operating Area and the City of Chicago, ComEd will 329 

install up to 10,000 AMI meters in the City of Elgin, the municipality that won the 330 

relevant portion of ComEd’s Community Energy Challenge by submitting the best plan 331 

for the use of AMI meters.  These customers will not be included in the study groups, for 332 

reasons including that the representativeness of the sample cannot be verified.  333 

Finally, ComEd proposes to install a small number of AMI meters in the Village 334 

of Tinley Park in order to evaluate the ability of the AMI meters and technologies to 335 

facilitate municipal water meter reading.  Although conducting this type of “proof of 336 

concept” is not a primary goal of the AMI pilot, the ability of the electric AMI 337 

infrastructure to do “double duty” was considered and discussed in the AMI Workshops 338 

and is worthy of investigation.  The Village of Tinley Park operates water meters that 339 

ComEd’s engineers believe are appropriate for this proof of concept and the Village has 340 

shown strong support for the AMI pilot and this proof of concept.  See Letter from Tinley 341 

Park Mayor Edward Zabrocki attached hereto as Exhibit 1.02. 342 
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Q. Why does ComEd propose to study the operational aspects of AMI metering primarily 343 

within a particular single operating area? 344 

A. In order to examine potential operational efficiencies, the pilot area should correspond to 345 

an operational region.  This issue, too, is discussed in greater detail in the direct 346 

testimony of Mr. Meehan (ComEd Ex. 2.0). 347 

Q. What are goals of the AMI technology pilot? 348 

A. Briefly put, the goals of the AMI technology pilot are:  to assess the functionality of a 349 

broad deployment of AMI meters and associated communications and data processing 350 

technology; to reliably estimate the costs of such a deployment;  to quantify (to the extent 351 

practical) specific operational, environmental, and financial benefits of such a 352 

deployment to both customers and ComEd; and to evaluate the merits of the particular 353 

proposed pilot technology.  In addition, the pilot will help ComEd design customer 354 

education programs that facilitate AMI deployment, to study customer acceptance of 355 

specific technologies and devices, to identify and address employee training and 356 

customer service issues, and to root out any technical and billing issues.  The pilot will be 357 

a success if it allows ComEd to determine if and how to deploy AMI technology to 358 

ComEd’s customers in a cost-effective and cost-beneficial manner.  It will also contribute 359 

greatly to the knowledge we have at our disposal in the ongoing Illinois Statewide Smart 360 

Grid Collaborative (“ISSGC”) process. 361 

Q. How do these goals relate to the justification for ComEd’s AMI pilot? 362 

A. The AMI pilot’s goals relate directly to the ultimate benefits that customers can receive 363 

from AMI technologies.  As I discussed above, national and state policy emphasizes the 364 
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critical importance of energy efficiency, demand response, and grid modernization.  By 365 

furthering the development and deployment of cost-effective AMI technologies, we will 366 

enable customers to learn more about and better manage their energy use, reduce the cost 367 

of energy, and facilitate other valuable applications (energy efficient appliances, electric 368 

cars).  We will also promote grid benefits including better reliability and improvements in 369 

service quality.  On the other hand, proceeding to deploy advanced AMI technologies 370 

without a pilot would be more risky, more likely to be subject to technical delays, and 371 

more likely to fail to meet its full potential. 372 

ComEd’s own Smart Grid vision statement summarizes that ultimate justification 373 

well.  Piloting AMI technology will help enable ComEd to: 374 

Enhance customer value with cost-effective technological advancements 375 
that empower customers in ways that lead to more efficient utilization of 376 
electricity, reductions in future demand growth, improvements in the 377 
environment and a more reliable and secure system. 378 

Q. Will the pilot itself be cost-beneficial? 379 

A. I believe it will, but not necessarily in the narrow sense that dollars spent on the pilot 380 

itself will be exceeded by dollar benefits accrued during the pilot period alone.  The point 381 

of a pilot is not to be cost-beneficial in and of itself.  The point of a pilot, rather, is to test 382 

and learn so that the entire process of deployment is cost-beneficial and cost-effective.  383 

As the Commission said, “Our hope is to have a better grasp of costs and benefits once 384 

Phase 0 is implemented and analyzed, as discussed below.”  07-0566 Order at 138.  Put 385 

colloquially, a customer test drives a car to help make the right automotive choice, not to 386 

get to the corner store.   387 
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Q. Is ComEd proposing any revisions to Rider AMP to enable this pilot? 388 

A. Yes.  First and foremost, ComEd proposes to revise Rider AMP to enable ComEd to pilot 389 

AMI customer applications as well as the AMI technologies themselves.  It makes sense 390 

to study customers’ applications at the same time as ComEd is piloting AMI technology 391 

not only to avoid duplication of effort, but also because these applications hold out the 392 

promise of important customer benefits.9  However, piloting these applications will cause 393 

ComEd to incur material additional operating expenses, expenses that would not be 394 

recovered through Rider AMP as presently written nor recovered under other current 395 

rates.  Moreover, the benefits customers receive from these applications do not reduce 396 

ComEd’s own costs or contribute to ComEd’s ability to fund the pilot.  Therefore, 397 

ComEd is proposing to revise Rider AMP to provide for recovery of the operating costs 398 

of these customer applications under an approach that mirrors that previously approved 399 

by the Commission for the technological aspects of the pilot.  Estimates of these costs are 400 

included in the testimony of Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 5.0).  401 

Q. What AMI technologies is ComEd proposing to pilot? 402 

A. The AMI technology that ComEd proposes to pilot is an integrated system, including 403 

measurement devices and a communication network, that records customer consumption 404 

and other parameters hourly or more frequently, and provides for daily or more frequent 405 

transmittal of measurements to a centralized data repository.  The particular vendor and 406 

technological implementation were selected by ComEd management based on the 407 

application of the specific technology selection criteria that were discussed by ComEd 408 

                                                 
9 The subject of the customer applications pilot is addressed in more detail later in my own 

testimony and the direct panel testimony of Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd Ex. 3.0) focus on it 
exclusively. 
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and stakeholders during the AMI Workshop process.  Those criteria and the technology 409 

selection process are discussed in detail in the direct panel testimony of Messrs. O’Toole 410 

and Doherty (ComEd Ex. 3.0). 411 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposal help secure and use any potential federal funding for grid 412 

modernization projects? 413 

A. Under the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act, a substantial amount of money is 414 

available to state and local governments and utilities to fund grid modernization projects.  415 

As I noted earlier, the U.S. Department of Energy recently announced10 that: 416 

… based on feedback from the public and Smart Grid stakeholders, the 417 
Department of Energy is increasing the maximum award available under 418 
the Recovery Act for Smart Grid programs.  The maximum award 419 
available under the Smart Grid Investment Grant Program will be 420 
increased from $20 million to $200 million and for the Smart Grid 421 
Demonstration Projects from $40 million to $100 million.  In making 422 
awards, DOE will ensure that funding is provided to a diversity of 423 
applications, including small projects as well as end-to-end larger 424 
projects.  425 

While receiving any funding is far from certain, ComEd believes this is a positive 426 

development.  We are actively evaluating how ComEd and Illinois can best take 427 

advantage of this recently expanded level of support, either to assist the proposed AMI 428 

pilot or to help fund other qualifying AMI and/or SmartGrid project that can be ready to 429 

implement in the near future.  That process is not complete.  However, I can make two 430 

things clear now. 431 

First, ComEd, working actively and openly with other core stakeholders, intends 432 

to put together the most effective and appropriate proposal we can in an effort receive the 433 

                                                 
10 “Locke, Chu Announce Significant Steps in Smart Grid Development,” U.S. Department of 

Energy (May 18, 2009). 
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maximum stimulus award.  It is possible that potential funding could offset part of the 434 

AMI pilot costs and/or fund or jump-start other Commission-approved pilots or 435 

programs.  Given the recency of the DoE announcement and the analysis and consultation 436 

required, there was simply too little time to develop a sound stimulus funding proposal 437 

before this proceeding had to begin.  We, therefore, will be seeking leave, through 438 

appropriate procedures, to describe any ARRA funding proposals in a supplemental filing 439 

to be made with the Commission.  We believe that our stimulus funding proposal, and the 440 

supplemental submission to the Commission describing it, will be complete within a 441 

month (i.e., in mid-June) and can be accommodated without delaying the required 442 

November decision in this proceeding. 443 

Second, even before the recent increase in the stimulus funding became available, 444 

there were significant uncertainties inherent in the process of applying for and obtaining 445 

federal financial support.  We cannot know at this time whether any particular project 446 

that ComEd (or another entity or entities along with ComEd) might propose will 447 

ultimately be found eligible for funding or if we will receive an award.  Moreover, the 448 

application and approval process at the DoE continues to be subject to change.  In order 449 

to maximize Illinois’ chances of both qualifying for and receiving funding, it is necessary 450 

to remain nimble and for the Commission to have a project-approval process that is 451 

sufficiently flexible to respond to changing priorities of the DoE.  Therefore, ComEd is 452 

proposing to add “enabling” language to Rider AMP that would permit it to propose 453 

projects to the Commission for approval if those projects were funded in whole, or on a 454 

matching basis, by federal stimulus funds.  Only if the Commission approved those 455 

projects would they receive treatment similar to the AMI pilot under Rider AMP.   456 
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Q. How will ComEd's proposal to add an option to Rider AMP to address potential future 457 

projects supported by federal stimulus funds fit in with the mission of the ISSGC 458 

concerning overall Smart Grid policies? 459 

A. The amendment to Rider AMP empowers not only ComEd, but the Commission, to move 460 

forward with opportunities to obtain and use federal funds when and if those 461 

opportunities present themselves.  Indeed, without enabling language being added to 462 

Rider AMP, the ISSGC’s ability to consider and recommend proceeding with a pilot that 463 

would take advantage of federal funding would be limited and would likely require an 464 

additional rate filing by ComEd.  Given the short deadlines that the DoE has imposed so 465 

far, that hurdle alone could significantly impair any proposal’s chance of success.  466 

Moreover, the language that ComEd proposes to add to Rider AMP does not limit the 467 

function or authority of the ISSGC or allow ComEd to proceed on its own.  Only 468 

Commission approved federally-funded projects would be authorized.  If the Commission 469 

should ever feel that a proposed project was not coordinated appropriately with the 470 

ISSGC, it need not authorize it.   471 

IV. Goals and Justification for ComEd’s  472 
Proposed AMI Customer Applications Pilot 473 

A. The Customer Applications Experiment 474 

Q. In addition to studying the benefits and costs of AMI to utility delivery operations, is 475 

ComEd proposing to study other aspects of AMI? 476 

A. Yes.  At the same time as ComEd is studying the effects of AMI on utility operations, 477 

ComEd has the opportunity to gather and study experimental and empirical data about 478 

how AMI can benefit customers.  Our proposed “customer applications” experiment will 479 
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further ComEd’s and the Commission’s ability to assess the AMI options.  It will study 480 

the relative benefits of various combinations of rate, enabling technology, customer 481 

education, and customer experience.   482 

Q. What is meant by a “customer application?” 483 

A. A customer application is a combination of technology, pricing programs, and support 484 

activities that are designed to assist retail customers in managing their own energy use 485 

and energy costs.  In the context of AMI, it generally refers to ways in which a customer 486 

uses information provided by AMI to manage the customer’s own energy use and energy 487 

costs, as opposed to ways in which the utility can use this information to provide better 488 

service to customers.  ComEd’s pilot is designed to focus on the three important types of 489 

AMI customer applications: 490 

• Energy efficiency – Customers save energy through the installation of energy 491 
efficient equipment or through more efficient use of energy. Examples: replacing 492 
incandescent lights with compact fluorescent lights (CFL), reducing total energy use 493 
in response to more rapid access to information about such use. 494 

• Demand response – Customers save energy during critical times by temporarily 495 
reducing load when called upon, either in response to a notice from the utility or price 496 
signals.  Example: raising a home thermostat to 78º or higher during peak hours of a 497 
summertime day when prices are high. 498 

• Load shifting – Customers shift energy usage to different times of the day to take 499 
advantage of lower energy costs.  Example: doing laundry at 8:00 PM rather than 500 
2:00 PM. 501 

Q. What are the goals of the proposed customer applications study? 502 

A. ComEd’s customer applications study is intended to yield statistically valid estimates of 503 

customers’ behavioral response to different types of information and energy management 504 

tools and different experimental rate options.  The study will also provide insight into the 505 

receptiveness of customers to alternative pricing and technology packages in an effort to 506 
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refine the customer experience associated with AMI.  Finally, the study will test the 507 

effectiveness of customer messaging and education with respect to AMI, pricing options 508 

and the experimental rate designs, and several types of on-premise technology for 509 

reporting and controlling energy use.   510 

Q. Who gains value from this customer applications study?  511 

A. All participants in the electric stakeholder process in Illinois will gain value from the 512 

proposed customer applications study.  All customers will benefit through our learning 513 

what works and doesn’t work with respect to pricing, products, and programs to 514 

encourage conservation and demand response.  Customers who choose to participate in 515 

future programs resulting from this research will benefit directly.  But even those 516 

customers never participate in anything other currently available rates and programs will 517 

benefit in the long-run as workable conservation and demand response programs can 518 

lower the overall cost of electricity.  And, those suppliers who currently serve retail 519 

customers, or plan to serve retail customers in the future, will benefit from this research 520 

as it gives them a step forward in identifying what works and doesn’t work in this market. 521 

Q. How does this customer application study compare to other customer application studies 522 

conducted around the country? 523 

A. We believe this will be the most comprehensive behavioral assessment of customer’s use 524 

of AMI technologies conducted so far in the country.  It is an industry-leading study in its 525 

design, its simultaneous analysis of customer applications and rate design, and its 526 

statistical rigor. 527 
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Q. What groups of customers does ComEd propose to include in the customer applications 528 

experiment? 529 

A. ComEd proposes to study a subset of the customers in the Maywood Operating Center 530 

and parts of the City of Chicago who will be receiving AMI meters.  In order to create 531 

statistically valid samples of customers receiving the different rate and technology 532 

options being studied, residential customers will be randomly assigned to different 533 

statistically valid sub-groups, one for each combination of different rate and technology 534 

applications, including customer education and customer experience, that ComEd is 535 

piloting.  An appropriate number of customers will also be assigned to control groups.  536 

No customer will be compelled to participate in the study, and at the end of the study they 537 

will be placed back on otherwise applicable non-experimental rates. 538 

The details of the selection and assignment of customers to different study groups 539 

is addressed by Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0). 540 

Q. Why should ComEd study AMI customer applications at this time? 541 

A. There are several reasons.  First, the AMI pilot period is an ideal opportunity to study 542 

customer applications.  Much of the utility investment will already be in place, and the 543 

customer education required for the technology pilot is complimentary with that required 544 

for customer applications.   545 

Second, the benefits of studying customer applications are significant.  AMI holds 546 

out the opportunity not just to benefit utilities and customers by improving delivery 547 

operations but also to provide customers the opportunity to better manage their electric 548 

use, change their use of electricity in response to supply conditions, and to lower their 549 

total energy costs.  A key feature of an AMI deployment is that it provides much more 550 
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granular energy use data and provides it on a more timely basis.  When combined with 551 

pricing and technology options that take advantage of these data, AMI deployment can 552 

trigger changes in the level and shape of customer loads.  Given the importance of these 553 

features to customers, ComEd believes the study should not be delayed. 554 

Q. How did the needs of the proposed customer applications study affect the selection of 555 

customers for the AMI pilot? 556 

A. It is important that the customer group for each study segment be diverse and 557 

demographically comparable to the customers in the classes being studied in ComEd’s 558 

service territory generally.  The combined pool of customers drawn from the Maywood 559 

Operating Area (which will be used to assess utility operational costs and benefits) and 560 

the City of Chicago meets that criterion.   561 

Q. How, in general, does ComEd propose to conduct the customer applications study for 562 

residential customers? 563 

A. As I said, ComEd will offer statistically valid samples of customers the opportunity to 564 

participate in pilots of a range of different rate designs and energy management options.  565 

ComEd and its expert consultants will observe and measure the customers’ energy 566 

behavior over a one-year period.  By comparing the customers’ response to these rate 567 

designs and energy management options, both between sample groups and against control 568 

groups, we will be able to rigorously assess how these different technologies and rate 569 

designs affect customer behavior and gain insight into which are most beneficial.  This 570 

data, properly analyzed, will allow us to determine which combination of rate designs, 571 

customer education, customer experience, and enabling technologies are the most 572 
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valuable, where value is defined as producing the greatest benefits for the least cost.  It 573 

will give us this insight from a variety of perspectives: societal, regulatory, utility, and 574 

customer. 575 

Q. What are the specific experimental rate designs that ComEd proposes to study? 576 

A. ComEd proposes to study the following rates and enabling technologies: 577 

Rate Designs 578 

• Customer-Specific Increasing Block Rate (IBR) – to test energy conservation 579 
response of individual customers 580 

• Day-Ahead Real-time Price (DA-RTP) – to test load shifting response 581 

• Time-of-use rate (TOU) – to test load shifting response 582 

• Critical peak price overlaid on a day-ahead real-time price (CPP/DA-RTP) – to test 583 
demand response 584 

• Peak-time rebate overlaid on a day-ahead real-time price (PTR/DA-RTP) – to test 585 
demand response 586 

• Existing preset flat rate – for control purposes 587 

Technologies 588 

• Web - presentment of hourly consumption and cost data to customers via a web page 589 

• In-home device (IHD) basic – a device capable of taking real-time consumption 590 
signals from the meter and displaying consumption and cost information. 591 

• In-home device advanced – similar to the basic version but also enabling the 592 
customer to better control some energy using devices. 593 

• Programmable controllable thermostat (PCT) – a device that enables the utility to 594 
remotely control operation of a customer thermostat with an ability for the customer 595 
to override the control. 596 

• No special data access – for control purposes. 597 

To assess how these different technologies and rate designs interact, 24 different 598 

combinations of technology and rate applications (which investigators in this area often 599 

call “treatments”) will be studied.  The study is designed to test customer receptivity to 600 
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specific pricing and technology combinations, as well as estimate the likely change in the 601 

electricity demand and energy consumption resulting from customer adoption.  Each 602 

different experimental application will include different combinations of rate designs, 603 

customer application technology, information, and customer education.  Randomly 604 

selected and appropriately sized groups of customers will be assigned to each application. 605 

The details of the particular applications and how the individual studies are 606 

designed is addressed by the direct panel testimony of Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd 607 

Ex. 4.0).  The entire customer applications study, including what would be studied and 608 

how it would be studied and evaluated, is described in ComEd’s AMI Assessment 609 

Customer Applications Plan (Attachment 4 to the Petition). 610 

Q. In addition to the effect of specific technologies and rates, is the pilot designed to study 611 

any additional aspects of AMI customer applications?   612 

A. Yes.  The pilot is also designed to investigate several additional questions concerning 613 

how customers’ applications are delivered and “marketed.”  First, it is designed to 614 

compare the effect of providing customers with technology and in-home devices at no 615 

direct marginal cost at the time of installation (i.e., the costs, to the extent not funded by 616 

third parties, are embedded in rates and not charged to individual participating customers 617 

at the time of installation) versus the effect of asking participating customers pay for, or 618 

purchase, those devices in whole or in part.  This is an important question that has not yet 619 

been fully answered by other AMI pilots.  In most AMI pilots, customers receive device-620 

based enabling technology for free, whether it be an IHD, an Energy Orb, or a PCT (web-621 

based technologies are always offered for free, even in this pilot).   622 
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Second, the pilot will investigate the effect that customer education has on 623 

customer behavior.  This is another important question that has not been fully evaluated 624 

in previous AMI pilots.  While all AMI pilots have included customer education, none 625 

that we know of have compared the effectiveness of customer education versus no 626 

customer education on energy efficiency, demand response, and load shift behaviors. 627 

Third, the pilot will investigate the effect customer experience has on customer 628 

performance.  Investigators in this area define customer experience as the ways in which 629 

customers need to interact with the technology or utility in order to receive AMI services.  630 

Like customer education, customer experience will be studied using accepted methods 631 

and standards across all experimental and control groups.  Our goal is to eliminate or 632 

reduce interactions that could be a threat to the success of an otherwise beneficial 633 

application. 634 

These features of the proposed customer applications study are discussed in more 635 

detail by Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0).   636 

Q. What customer applications does ComEd propose to study for non-residential customers? 637 

A. ComEd proposes to study how non-residential customers access AMI data made 638 

available to them through the pilot.  By studying these customers’ use both of this access 639 

and the data, we will gain valuable information about how to benefit non-residential 640 

customers in a future AMI rollout.  ComEd is not able, as a practical mater, to conduct a 641 

more general behavioral study of non-residential customers because of their much greater 642 

variation in energy use drivers and because larger customers may have energy control 643 

systems of their own.  In addition, many more non-residential customers are under 644 

contract with alternative suppliers who offer a variety of their own pricing plans, which 645 
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would further confound any such study.  Selecting both pilot and peer control groups to 646 

perform a behavioral study was therefore not considered practical.   647 

Q. How did ComEd choose the particular customer applications it proposes to study? 648 

A. ComEd made that decision based on: (1) input received from stakeholders during the 649 

workshop process; (2) the types of potential customer benefits that could be studied 650 

during the pilot period; (3) the technical capabilities of AMI systems that were available 651 

for piloting, and which of their features could be practically studied during the pilot, 652 

(4) the experience of others who have studied AMI customer applications; and (5) state 653 

and federal policy goals.  The selection of particular applications and how the individual 654 

studies are designed is addressed by the direct panel testimony of Messrs. Jensen and 655 

Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0).   656 

Q. How did the input and information ComEd received during the AMI workshop process 657 

contribute to ComEd’s study proposal and design? 658 

A. Stakeholder input received during the AMI workshop process confirmed that customer 659 

applications are a critical feature of the justification for implementation of AMI and that 660 

studies of these customer applications is a critical part of assessing the benefits and costs 661 

of AMI deployment.  Information gained during the process confirmed the broadly held 662 

view that a complete assessment of the benefits and costs of an ultimate AMI deployment 663 

could not be undertaken without examining potential changes in customer behavior.  As 664 

the facilitator stated in its report to the Commission11: 665 

                                                 
11 ComEd AMI Workshop: 90-Day Report No. 1, Prepared for the Illinois Commerce Commission 

by R.W. Beck and Plexus Research, March 9, 2009, p. 3 (emphasis in original). 
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First, as referenced above, ICC Order 07-0566 stated that the AMI 666 
Workshop shall “fully investigate the measure of benefits from the utility 667 
side of the meter,” thus implying that the AMI Workshop should focus on 668 
the benefits AMI delivers to ComEd and utility operations.  We have done 669 
so.  However, in addition, based on clear feedback from the stakeholder 670 
community as well as AMI’s far-reaching impact on the utility-customer 671 
relationship, the Workshop has considered customer side impacts.  We 672 
believe this has been productive.  It is our view, and that of many 673 
workshop participants, that it is neither feasible nor advisable to focus 674 
exclusively on the utility side of the meter in isolation.  As a result, 675 
workshop content has focused on both sides of the meter in an effort to 676 
provide a comprehensive view of the impact AMI technology will have  677 
on both ComEd and its customers. 678 

ComEd also took advantage of the stakeholder process to focus its thinking on 679 

how to best study customer applications.  Two stakeholder workshops specifically 680 

explored customer-side issues, and a number of separate brainstorming sessions were 681 

held with stakeholder representative interested in this issue in an effort to discuss various 682 

possible behind-the-meter elements of the initial AMI deployment.  This collaboration 683 

heavily influenced our study design.  684 

B. Proposed Customer Applications Rate Designs 685 

Q. How does ComEd propose to implement the experimental rate designs to be studied 686 

during the AMI pilot? 687 

A. ComEd proposes to implement the experimental rate designs to be studied during the 688 

AMI pilot through the use of a new Rider, Rider AMP-CA – Advanced Metering 689 

Program Customer Applications Experiment.  Rider AMP-CA describes the customer 690 

selection and assignment process, consumer protections (including the right of customers 691 

to opt out and participation payments), the various customer applications (i.e., 692 

combinations of rate designs and AMI-related technologies) to be studied, and other 693 

terms and conditions.  The rider details the terms and conditions of each of the rate 694 
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designs that ComEd will study and specify the charges applicable to those rate designs, 695 

either as a stated dollar value or through a formula or process where dollar values cannot 696 

be determined in advance.  The rider is expressly applicable only to customers 697 

participating in the study and will automatically “sunset” at the end of the pilot, with 698 

customers returning to the charges otherwise applicable under Rate BES unless they have 699 

chosen another available rate or elect to take service from a Retail Electric Supplier 700 

(“RES”).  Approving the rider will allow ComEd to study these rate designs without 701 

making any permanent or long-term change to ComEd’s rate design in advance of the 702 

study. 703 

Q. Does taking service under Rider AMP-CA affect a customer's right to switch supply 704 

service to a RES? 705 

A. No.  Taking service under Rider AMP-CA does not limit a customer's ability to switch in 706 

any way.  A customer taking service under Rider AMP-CA remains a customer under 707 

ComEd’s Rate BES and retains the same switching rights as any other ComEd supply 708 

customer.  The same rules and procedures continue to apply.  Moreover, as I discuss in 709 

more detail below, ComEd's efforts to promote participation in the pilot will be carefully 710 

designed not to interfere in any way with customer’s desire or decision to switch. 711 

Q. Has ComEd filed Rider AMP-CA already? 712 

A. No.  Because the Commission has not yet approved the pilot study of customer 713 

applications, ComEd has instead attached a form of Rider AMP-CA to the Petition and 714 

asks the Commission to approve its subsequent filing.  Assuming that the Commission 715 

does so, ComEd will file Rider AMP-CA as a compliance filing, with updated cost and 716 
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charge values inserted.   If the Commission does not approve Rider AMP-CA or the 717 

customer application study in substantially the form proposed, or does not approve 718 

recovery of the resulting prudent and reasonable costs, ComEd will not be in a position to 719 

file the rider in any form. 720 

Q. Dr. Hemphill, I would now like to review each of the experimental rate designs that 721 

ComEd proposes to study.  But, before turning to each particular design included in Rider 722 

AMP-CA, can you initially explain how taking service under Rate BES along with Rider 723 

AMP-CA differs from taking service under Rate BES alone? 724 

A. For customers in the control and fixed pricing study applications, there is absolutely no 725 

difference in the charges that customers pay for monthly electric service.  For customers 726 

in the other study applications, the Purchased Electricity Charge (the electricity supply 727 

charge) calculated under Rate BES is not be applicable to the kilowatt-hours supplied to 728 

the customers during the study period.  Instead, those customers will be assessed a charge 729 

calculated under the specific rate designs being studied, as provided in Rider APM-CA.  730 

The delivery and other charges remain unchanged. 731 

Q. Turning, then, to the first experimental rate design, how does ComEd’s proposed 732 

Customer-Specific Increasing Block Rate (IBR) work? 733 

A. The concept of an increasing block rate design is to provide an enhanced incentive and 734 

price signal to individual retail customers to conserve energy and further reduce their use 735 

as compared to a baseline level.  This pilot rate design accomplishes that by increasing 736 

the unit charge for energy supply, in three steps, as the level of consumption increases.  737 

In order to give an incentive to all customers to conserve – and not just reward low use or 738 
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vacationing customers without regard to changes in their electrical consumption – 739 

ComEd is proposing that the points at which the charges change (i.e., the break points in 740 

the increasing blocks) be based on the particular prior energy use of that individual 741 

customer as opposed to a class or group average.  Thus, for illustrative purposes only, a 742 

customer that historically averages between 400 kWh and 600 kWh of energy use during 743 

a billing period would see increasing blocks of unit charges centered around 500 kWh 744 

use, as depicted below: 745 

Tier 1 - 0 to 400 kWh 
Tier 2 - 401 to 600 kWh 
Tier 3 - 601 kWh and above $$$

$$
$

 746 

As a result of this IBR design, each customer who conserves not only reduces his 747 

or her total energy bill, but also reduces the applicable unit energy charge.  Conversely, 748 

customers who increase their use see an increased unit charge as well as an increased 749 

total bill.  Because blocks are defined individually, every customer is exposed to this 750 

same behavioral incentive, no matter what their historical use.   751 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposed Day-Ahead Real-Time Price (DA-RTP) rate work? 752 

A. Under ComEd’s proposed DA-RTP rate design, ComEd will daily provide participating 753 

customers with a set of hourly prices for electricity supply for each hour of the next day.  754 

These prices will be based on the day ahead hourly market prices in the PJM market for 755 

Northern Illinois delivery.  As a result, customers’ decisions in each hour to use or 756 

conserve electricity can be based on the expected market day ahead locational marginal 757 

price for supply resources in that hour.  ComEd proposes to provide customers 758 
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participating taking service under this rate design with access to the day ahead hourly 759 

prices through the web. 760 

Again, for illustrative purposes, the prices for a customer’s energy consumption 761 

for a day under this rate might be depicted as follows: 762 

 763 

If a participating customer uses electricity during higher-priced, relatively supply-764 

constrained hours, the customer’s retail bill will reflect the higher cost of supply in those 765 

hours.  Similarly, if the customer shifts load to lower priced hours – or conserves and 766 

reduces total load – the customer’s retail bill will reflect the resulting savings.  767 

Q. Will this rate design also expose customers to a significant risk that seasonal hourly 768 

prices taken as a whole will vary from the costs of supply built into ComEd’s existing 769 

supply rates? 770 

A. No.  The rate design includes adjustments to the locational marginal prices in order to 771 

ensure that ComEd does not over- or under-recover its total supply cost.  As a result, 772 

participating customers with normal usage will be effectively insulated from overall 773 

seasonal or annual variations between the cumulative day-ahead hourly prices and the 774 

fixed rate supply prices applied under Rate BES.  However, customers will not be 775 

insulated from the consequences of changes in their own consumption, especially in high- 776 

and low-priced hours.  Put another way, marginal changes in customers’ hourly 777 

electricity use are reflected at the hourly prices, but customers as a whole, at normal 778 
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usage levels, will be protected from the prospect that energy prices overall will differ 779 

from the prices charged under ComEd’s standard procurement. 780 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposed Time-of-Use rate design work? 781 

A. Time-of-use, or “TOU,” pricing reflects the fact that both the financial and societal cost 782 

of producing electricity is not constant, but consistently varies in response to demand and 783 

supply conditions that generally follow patterns.  Typically, when demand is relatively 784 

high, prices will also be high and less efficient generating facilities will be run in order to 785 

produce that electricity.  TOU pricing presents customers with a small number of 786 

different unit energy prices for different period of each day, reflecting this general and 787 

basic price pattern.   788 

ComEd proposes to use two time-based segments, off-peak (lower price) and on-789 

peak (higher price), as illustrated below.     790 

 791 

Although separate on-peak and off-peak charges will be calculated for two periods of the 792 

year, summer and non-summer, the peak and off-peak design remains consistent. 793 

By using a consistent price pattern, the TOU rate design generalizes daily 794 

variations in the prices driven by particular events or conditions occurring on any one 795 

day.  This adds to the stability and predictability of prices.  However, as compared to 796 

hourly pricing, TOU pricing is much less accurate, giving customers price signals that 797 

can significantly under- or over-state the actual wholesale market or resource costs in any 798 
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given hour.  The TOU rate design is, in that sense, a compromise – or halfway point – on 799 

the journey from fixed to real-time pricing.  800 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposed Critical Peak Price / Day-Ahead Real-Time Price 801 

(CPP/DA-RTP) rate design work? 802 

A. ComEd’s proposed CPP/DA-RTP rate design is a variation of ComEd’s real time pricing 803 

rate that recognizes that much of the capacity cost associated with energy production 804 

occurs because of use in a relatively few peak hours, typically in the summer.  Under this 805 

rate design, ComEd could declare in advance a “peak period” on a specified number of 806 

occasions.  The supply price during these hours is increased substantially (by as much as 807 

1,400%) to reflect the annual capacity costs as well as to motivate customers to conserve 808 

during the very critical peak periods when extreme demand drives up those costs. 809 

Because ComEd will be piloting an RTP rate design, and therefore will have the 810 

pricing structure in place to provide price signals to customers based on actual energy 811 

prices, ComEd proposes to overlay the CPP concept on a real-time pricing foundation.  812 

Thus, an illustrative example of supply prices on a CPP day might look as follows: 813 

 814 

On a non-CPP day, the prices would track those  under the hourly DA-RTP rate design.   815 

Two other matters should be mentioned concerning this rate design.  First, 816 

because the CPP charges are greater during critical peak periods than would otherwise 817 
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typically be the case, ComEd would collect more under this rate design than under the 818 

pure DA-RTP rate design.  However, ComEd proposes to adjust the DA-RTP prices used 819 

in the CPP/DA-RTP rate design in order to remove the contribution for capacity, which 820 

under this design is recovered during the critical peak periods.  The details of this 821 

adjustment are discussed by Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0).  Second, as with 822 

the pure DA-RTP rate design, all of ComEd’s procurement charges are subject to a 823 

reconciliation mechanism that ensures that any excess recoveries are returned to 824 

customers.  In this way, the total costs and revenues are kept in balance while allowing 825 

the CPP/DA-RTP rate to provide customers with a greater price signal in the particular 826 

critical hours. 827 

Q. How does ComEd’s proposed Peak-Time Rebate / Day-Ahead Real-Time Price (PTR / 828 

DA-RTP) rate design work? 829 

A. A peak-time rebate rate offers customers that use less electricity on a peak day, when 830 

compared to the customer’s baseline use, a rebate for each kWh of reduction.  The PTR / 831 

DA-RTP rate design, just like the CPP / DA-RTP rate design, uses the DA-RTP rate 832 

design as a foundation.  However, during declared peak periods, reductions in demand 833 

from the baseline result in rebates to the customers.  Thus, in the illustration below, if all 834 

three customers had a reference usage of 10 kWh during a declared critical peak period, 835 

Customer 1, that had reduced use, would be paid a $1.00 rebate in addition to the savings 836 

resulting from the reduced use itself.  Customers 2 and 3 would pay the otherwise 837 

applicable DA-RTP supply charges. 838 
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 839 

Q. Why did ComEd choose these particular rate designs to study? 840 

A. ComEd choose these particular rate designs to study for two main reasons.  First, we 841 

believe that they show the most promise.  Our view is based in part on our own 842 

experience and knowledge of customer behavior, demand response, and energy efficiency 843 

and the knowledge and experience of our expert consultants.  That view is reinforced by 844 

the experience of other utilities investigating similar issues.  For example, critical peak 845 

price is used extensively for commercial customers in several states, is offered to 846 

residential customers in Florida, and is used on a default basis by one California utility.  847 

Peak-time rebates have been adopted by two California utilities.  Modern time of use 848 

pricing has been adopted in Arizona and is being pilot tested in Connecticut.  An 849 

increasing block rate design is used extensively in California.   850 

Q. How is the customer applications portion of the proposed pilot, in general, designed for 851 

non-residential customers? 852 

A. For non-residential customers, ComEd proposes to study providing customers in the pilot 853 

group with daily access to the prior day’s interval data and to enable these customers to 854 

have real time access to AMI meter data through supported customer equipment.  This 855 
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non-residential pilot is also discussed in the AMI Assessment Customer Applications 856 

Plan. 857 

Q. Does your direct testimony address every feature of ComEd’s proposed experimental rate 858 

designs? 859 

A. No.  Administrative provisions and mathematic equations relating to the pricing are in the 860 

proposed tariff itself, and Messrs. Jensen and Eber (ComEd Ex. 4.0) discuss behavioral 861 

aspects of Rider AMP-CA and how they relate to the study plan.  ComEd, of course, will 862 

answer any questions that may arise concerning those matters.  In addition, ComEd 863 

continues to investigate, and remains open to Staff and party input concerning, a handful 864 

of details concerning mathematical calculations in the certain experimental rate designs 865 

(e.g., at Sheets X+13 and X+14 of proposed Rider AMP-CA).  ComEd expects those 866 

details to be resolved during the consideration of the Petition. 867 

C. Proposed Customer Applications Costs and Benefits 868 

Q. ComEd is proposing to revise Rider AMP to allow the recovery of operating expenses it 869 

incurs to study customer applications.  Why is that request necessary? 870 

A. ComEd will incur approximately $12.6 million of additional operating expenses to pilot 871 

these AMI customer applications, in addition to approximately $2.2 million of additional 872 

capital investment costs.  Those operating expense are purely incremental; they do not 873 

include the costs of existing resources or resources that ComEd would pay for regardless 874 

and that would be devoted to other activities.  Unlike the capital costs, those operating 875 

expenses are not recoverable under Rider AMP.  Nor would they ever be recovered in 876 

ComEd’s rates unless they happened to coincide with a rate case test year.  Those costs 877 
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are, moreover, extraordinary and result directly from a special program that ComEd 878 

proposes to undertake in order to benefit customers.  The quantification of these costs is 879 

discussed further by Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 5.0). 880 

In addition, recovery of ComEd’s additional operating expenses could not lead 881 

ComEd to over-earn.  The incremental cost of the proposed AMI customer applications 882 

pilot will not be offset by any other decrease in ComEd’s operating expenses not 883 

reflected in rates.  And, in any event, Rider AMP includes Commission-approved 884 

protections against over-earning that would remain in place.  The amended Rider AMP 885 

also preserves the Commission’s ability to review these costs for reasonability and to 886 

review the resulting charges for accuracy.   887 

It is therefore neither just nor reasonable, especially under these circumstances, to 888 

ask ComEd to fund the AMI pilot and customer applications study without hope of 889 

recovering its costs.  By amending Rider AMP to provide for recovery of these expenses, 890 

ComEd at least has the opportunity to recover its costs, while customers remain protected 891 

from the risk of over-recovery.   892 

Q. Is cost recovery essential to this service pilot? 893 

A. Yes.  Because of factors including ComEd’s financial condition (ComEd continues to fall 894 

short of its authorized return) and other demands placed on ComEd’s existing resources, 895 

ComEd simply cannot agree to implement a pilot of AMI customer applications in the 896 

absence of recovery of its reasonable and prudent incremental operating expenses 897 

through the amended rider AMP. 898 
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Q. Why has ComEd not proposed to offset these costs with credits to reflect any operating 899 

expenses savings? 900 

A. In addition to the protection already afforded customers against over-earning, the short 901 

answer is that the customer applications pilot will produce no savings.  Unlike the pilot of 902 

the AMI technologies itself, that may create modest savings along with added costs, 903 

piloting customer applications generates no savings in manpower, equipment, distribution 904 

operations, information services, billing, or any other component of our expenses.  Any 905 

resulting savings in ComEd’s wholesale energy supply costs, too, are already returned to 906 

customers under existing procurement rates.   907 

Q. Does ComEd now know if any of the customer applications that it proposes to study, 908 

individually or collectively, will be cost-beneficial?  909 

A. No.  This is a pilot, not a rollout.  A key purpose of the pilot is to gain information about 910 

which customer applications are cost-beneficial.  The data concerning the resulting peak 911 

demand, load shape, and energy consumption will be used to support the benefit-cost 912 

analysis of any ultimate AMI deployment.  ComEd has carefully chosen to propose 913 

technologies and rate designs that we believe are the most appropriate and mostly likely 914 

to succeed, but ultimately the study will provide the data required to confirm that fact.   915 

V. Other Required Regulatory Actions 916 

Q. In addition to approving the AMI technology pilot and the required tariffs, is ComEd 917 

asking the Commission to take any other actions to allow the AMI technology and 918 

customer applications pilot to proceed? 919 
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A. Yes.  There are two additional regulatory actions that ComEd believes are necessary and 920 

appropriate. 921 

A. Regulatory Asset for Retired Non-AMI Meters 922 

Q. What action has the Commission taken with respect to a regulatory asset for meters taken 923 

out of service and retired before the end of their expected useful life as a result of the 924 

AMI pilot? 925 

A. The Commission, through ComEd’s Rider AMP as approved by the 07-0566 Order, 926 

allowed ComEd to recover through a regulatory asset the unrecovered costs of non-AMI 927 

meters that are removed and retired as a result of the pilot.  This regulatory asset 928 

recognizes the fact that the non-AMI meters will have to be retired early for the AMI 929 

pilot to function, and that such early meter retirement is not a reason why ComEd should 930 

not recover the authorized capital costs of those meters.  However, the Order also 931 

provided that “[a]t the time that ComEd requests approval of [the AMI pilot], the 932 

Commission will address the amortization period for the meters that will be retired.”  933 

07-0566 Order at 140. 934 

Q. What action does ComEd request the Commission to take in that regard in this 935 

proceeding? 936 

A. ComEd proposes that the Commission specify the amortization period and confirm that 937 

the remaining undepreciated value of retired meters that cannot be economically reused 938 

be amortized over that period.  The accounting and financial details of this proposal are 939 

discussed in the testimony of Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 5.0).   940 
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B. Limited IDC Waiver 941 

Q. What does it mean to say that ComEd is an “Integrated Distribution Company?” 942 

A. An Integrated Distribution Company, or “IDC,” is a form of organization allowed by the 943 

Commission’s rules in which an Illinois electric utility can operate without functionally 944 

separating its delivery and non-delivery units.  ComEd operates as an IDC.  Being an 945 

IDC, however, imposes limits on ComEd’s ability to promote rate options.  In particular, 946 

the Commission’s rules require that an IDC “not promote, advertise or market with 947 

regard to the offering or provision of any retail electric supply service.”  83 Ill. Admin. 948 

Code § 452.420(a).  They further provide that “[n]o IDC employee or agent shall 949 

affirmatively act to retain or obtain a customer for any retail electric supply service 950 

offered or provided by the IDC.”  83 Ill. Admin. Code § 452.420(e).  ComEd complies 951 

strictly with all IDC rules. 952 

Q. How could the application of the Commission’s IDC rules thwart an AMI pilot? 953 

A. In order to test AMI technology, it will be necessary to encourage customers to 954 

participate in the pilot program and in customer application studies, including by 955 

marketing the experimental rate designs to pilot customers.  While some facets of an 956 

AMI technology pilot – those purely focused on utility operations – potentially could be 957 

conducted without active customer participation, any comprehensive effort to study how 958 

customers can use AMI technologies or how AMI technologies interact with various rate 959 

designs, such as those I described earlier, will require customer contact.  Customers must 960 

be contacted to participate in the study, to take service under Rider AMP-CA, and to 961 

provide feedback about their experiences and behavior.  Moreover, gaining the necessary 962 

participation for AMI and AMI-related studies in other states has proven to require 963 
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participation incentives, and ComEd’s proposed Rider AMP-CA contains such 964 

incentives.   965 

At the same time, ComEd’s efforts to implement the pilot will raise no 966 

competitive issues.  ComEd will not encourage any customer to remain on Rider AMP-967 

CA in preference to taking RES supply.  Indeed, any time that a customer switches to a 968 

RES – or expresses a desire to switch – ComEd will immediately terminate marketing 969 

AMI pilot applications.   970 

Nonetheless, the rates under which customers participating in the pilot will take 971 

service are bundled supply rates.  Therefore, an argument could be made that despite the 972 

Commission’s express approval of the pilot and the experimental rates, the types of 973 

solicitation, education, and customer care required for the pilot violate IDC rules. 974 

Q. What action does ComEd ask the Commission to take to avoid this risk? 975 

A. ComEd requests that the Commission’s Order make clear that actions taken by ComEd to 976 

solicit and retain the participation of ComEd supply customers in the pilot, to 977 

communicate with customers regarding service under Rider AMP-CA and its 978 

experimental rate designs, and to provide information to retail customers in connection 979 

with the pilot do not violate the Commission’s IDC rules.  ComEd requests that this 980 

finding apply only to the pilot and only during the period that pilot activities are 981 

underway.  ComEd is committed to full and complete IDC compliance and any 982 

uncertainty concerning what is required for ComEd to comply should be removed.  983 
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VI. Summary of Estimated Costs and Rate Impacts 984 

Q. Has ComEd quantified the costs to date of the AMI workshop process that contributed to 985 

the development of the pilot proposal? 986 

A. Yes.  ComEd has compiled the actual workshop costs to date, including costs of the 987 

facilitator, to be recovered through Rider AMP.  Through April 2009 accruals, ComEd 988 

has incurred approximately $700,000 of AMI workshop costs.  The vast majority 989 

($566,000) has been charges for work by the facilitator Plexus Research / R.W. Beck.  990 

ComEd believes that this represents the majority of the workshop expenses because the 991 

remaining tasks (e.g., maintenance of the web site and preparation of the remaining 992 

reports) for which no charges have yet been billed by the facilitator, should require 993 

considerably less time and effort.  ComEd forecasts that further recoverable AMI 994 

workshop expenses will be approximately $122,500. 995 

Q. Has ComEd also forecast rate and average bill impacts of its proposed AMI pilot? 996 

A. Yes.  Based on the technologies, pilot size and location, and study design that ComEd is 997 

proposing, we have prepared estimates of both the forecasted capital costs to be 998 

recovered through Rider AMP and the forecasted Operating and Maintenance Expenses 999 

for customer applications that would need to be recovered under the proposed revisions 1000 

to Rider AMP should the Commission approve the customer applications portion of the 1001 

pilot.  Those cost estimates and the calculations of the resulting estimated class average 1002 

rate adjustments for the initial period in which the resulting charges would apply are 1003 

provided in the testimony of Mr. Fruehe (ComEd Ex. 5.0).  Mr. Fruehe also presents our 1004 

forecast of the charges resulting from the regulatory asset for early meter retirement. 1005 
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Q. Does Commission approval of the pilot as requested in the Petition mean that recovery of 1006 

these costs is assured without further review? 1007 

A. No.  ComEd’s forecasts are just that – forecasts.  ComEd will continue to use every effort 1008 

to reduce the costs of the pilot without compromising its benefits.  Rider AMP also 1009 

provides that Commission approval of the pilot “does not constitute approval of the 1010 

reasonableness of the actual capital expenditure[s]” which “may be reviewed for 1011 

reasonableness and adjusted in the general rate proceeding or reconciliation process 1012 

following the occurrence of such capital investments.”  ILL C.C. No. 10, Orig. Sheet 1013 

No. 225.  Rider AMP also describes the Commission-approved reconciliation process in 1014 

detail and ComEd is proposing no limitations on it in this proceeding.  Under ComEd’s 1015 

proposed revisions to Rider AMP, a similar review process would also apply to 1016 

recoverable operating expenses associated with the customer applications pilot.   1017 

VII. Conclusion 1018 

Q. Why, in sum, should the Commission approve ComEd’s proposed AMI pilot? 1019 

A. The Commission, in its 07-0566 Order, recognized many of the benefits to customers of 1020 

AMI technology, approved a tariff structure that would allow ComEd to conduct and 1021 

fund an AMI pilot, and called for a facilitated workshop process where stakeholders 1022 

would have input in the pilot development.  The workshop process was informative, 1023 

open, and productive, and contributed to the understanding and direction of the pilot.  1024 

ComEd now submits to the Commission an AMI pilot proposal that meets the goals and 1025 

objectives of the Order, complies with Rider AMP, and offers additional opportunities to 1026 

investigate ways in which customers can benefit from AMI technology.  Moving forward 1027 

with AMI technology can benefit customers and society and further important state and 1028 
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national policy goals, including improving reliability, reducing energy costs, and 1029 

protecting the environment.  The Commission should approve ComEd’s pilot, accept the 1030 

proposed tariff amendments, and take the other regulatory actions required so that we can 1031 

gain the data required to make a timely and informed decision on full AMI deployment.   1032 

Q. Please summarize the regulatory actions that the Commission should take. 1033 

A. The Commission should: 1034 

1. Approve the proposed amendments to ComEd’s Rider AMP; 1035 

2. Approve ComEd’s AMI pilot, as described in the Petition, attachments, and 1036 

testimony; 1037 

3. Approve proposed Rider AMP-CA, so that the Customer Applications portion 1038 

of the pilot may proceed 1039 

4. Confirm the establishment of a regulatory asset for prematurely retired meters 1040 

with a specified amortization period; and 1041 

5. Approve a limited waiver, during and for the purposes of the pilot only, of 1042 

IDC rules that might impede efforts to implement the AMI pilot and promote 1043 

Rider AMP-CA and the experimental rate designs under study. 1044 

Because of the lead time needed to have the pilot technologies, education, and 1045 

support systems in place prior to the summer of 2010, the Commission should take these 1046 

actions no later than its November 4, 2009, regularly scheduled open meeting. 1047 

Q. Does this complete your direct testimony? 1048 

A. Yes.  1049 
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